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Abstract: This paper presents an Ethernet based hybrid method for predicting random time-delay in the networked control system.

First, db3 wavelet is used to decompose and reconstruct time-delay sequence, and the approximation component and detail components

of time-delay sequences are figured out. Next, one step prediction of time-delay is obtained through echo state network (ESN) model

and auto-regressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) according to the different characteristics of approximate component

and detail components. Then, the final predictive value of time-delay is obtained by summation. Meanwhile, the parameters of echo

state network is optimized by genetic algorithm. The simulation results indicate that higher accuracy can be achieved through this

prediction method.
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1 Introduction

The time-delay is an important factor which influences

the networked control system performance[1]. So analyzing

and predicting the network time-delay is very important.

Currently, the networked control system time-delay pre-

diction researches are mainly divided into the following di-

rections. Auto regressive (AR) and auto regressive and

moving average (ARMA)[2−4]. AR and ARMA methods

are complex processes to figure out parameters, prediction

model is difficult to online recursive, so it is not suitable for

network time-delay whose dynamic change range is large.

The neural network, which has the ability of nonlinear iden-

tification and operates quickly, can be used to predict time-

delay[5−7]. But the problem is that it is easy to fall into

the local optimal value and that the performance exces-

sively relies on the input time-delay sequence correlation

coefficient. Support vector machine (SVM) can be used for

strong nonlinear network time-delay prediction[8, 9]. But

the parameters of SVM are not identified easily. Analyzing

the time-delay data, studying the distribution and predict-

ing are also few of the main of the research directions[10−12] .

But the problem of prediction based on the statistical anal-

ysis is that it is difficult to confirm the distribution param-

eters, and at the same time, the prediction precision is hard

to guarantee because of the randomness of time-delay.

This paper focusses on how to use wavelet transform

to decompose and reconstruct the original time-delay se-

quences. Then the approximate and detail components of

time-delay sequence are obtained. The approximate compo-

nent has long-range dependence with the non-linear char-

acteristics, so it is suitable to use the genetic algorithm
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(GA) to optimize parameter of echo state network (ESN)

model; while the detail components have the characteristics

of being short-range dependence and unstable, so it is suit-

able to use auto-regressive integrated moving average model

(ARIMA) to predict. The real predictive time-delay value

is obtained by adding the predictive value of each compo-

nent. With each component predicted separately with its

own model, this method has a precise prediction. As a re-

sult, the simulation experiment verifies the validity of this

method.

2 Wavelet transform

Wavelet transform decomposes the signal through or-

thogonal basis[13] . Discrete wavelet transform consists of

a series of parameters.

cj(k) = 〈X,ϕjk(t)〉 ,
dj(k) = 〈X,ψjk(t)〉 , j, k ∈ Z (1)

in which 〈∗, ∗〉 is the inner-product, cj(k) is approxima-

tion component, dj(k) is detail component, scaling function

ϕjk(t) is obtained by translation and expansion of mother

wavelet ϕ(k):

ϕjk(t) = 2− j
2ϕjk(2−jt− k) (2)

in which ϕjk(t) is a low-pass filter which can separate the

low frequency components from input signal. The wavelet

transform can decompose signal into the large time scale ap-

proximate component and different small scale detail com-

ponent sets.

The fast discrete orthogonal wavelet transform Mallat

algorithm[14] is used to decompose and reconstruct time-

delay sequence. According to the decomposition algorithm,

aj is seen as a time-delay sequence to be decomposed, then
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the following equation can be obtained:

aj+1 = Haj, dj+1 = Gdj , j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N (3)

where H is the low-pass filter and G is the high-pass filter.

The Mallat algorithm is as following:

aj−1 = ajH
∗ + djG

∗, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N (4)

in which H∗ and G∗ is the dual operator of H and G.

After using Mallat algorithm to decompose and recon-

struct the time-delay sequence, the approximate compo-

nent has the characteristics of being long associated and

non-linear, thus ESN model is used to predict. The detail

components have the characteristics of being short-range

dependence and unstable, thus it is suitable to use ARIMA

model to predict.

3 ARIMA model

The ARIMA model′s basic idea is to turn non-stationary

time series into stationary sequences by calculating differ-

ences. The differential frequency parameter is d. The

ARMA model is used with p, q to establish the station-

ary sequence model, then the original sequence is obtained

through inverse transform. The ARIMA model predicting

equation, with p, d, q as parameters, can be expressed as

yt = θ0 + φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + · · · + φpyt−p+

εt − θ1εt−1 − θ2εt−2 − · · · − θqεt−q (5)

in which yt is the time series of sample values, ϕt and θt

is the model parameters, and εt is the independent normal

distribution of white noise.

Calculate the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the

partial autocorrelation function (PAC) of the original se-

quence after time series are smoothed.

Autocovariance is given by

γk =
1

N

N−k∑

j=1

ykyt+k. (6)

Autocorrelation function is defined as

ρ =
γk

γ0
. (7)

Partial autocorrelation function is
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

α11 = ρ1

αk+1,k+1 = (ρk+1 −
∑

ρk+1−jαkj)×

(1 −
k∑

j=1

ρjαkj)
−1

αk+1,j = αkj − αk+1,k+1 × αk,k−j+1

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (8)

The parameter identification of time series can be ob-

tained by the least squares estimation. The optimum pa-

rameter model can be obtained by combining p, d, q with

Akaike information criterion (AIC), defined as follows:

mAIC = −2 lnL+ 2n (9)

in which L is the maximum likelihood parameter of the

model, n is the independent model parameter format.

4 Genetic algorithm to optimize the

echo state network

ESN has greater improvement than traditional algo-

rithms in nonlinear system identification. Assuming the

system has K input units, N internal processing units and

L output units, the value of input unit, output unit, and

internal state at time k respectively is

u(k) = [u1(k), u2(k), · · · , uK(k)]T

x(k) = [x1(k), x2(k), · · · , xN(k)]T

y(k) = [y1(k), y2(k), · · · , yL(k)]T. (10)

Compared with the traditional neural network, the ESN

hidden layer is neurons dynamic reservoir (DR). In order to

make DR internally have dynamic memory capacity, usually

the connectivity of weight W is varied from 5% to 10% and

its spectral radius is less than 1. The ESN learning step is

x(k + 1) = f(Winu(k + 1) +Wx(k))

y(k + 1) = fout(Wout(u(k + 1), x(k + 1))) (11)

in which f and fout are DR internal neurons and output

layer neuron activation function respectively, and Win, W ,

Wout and Wback respectively stand for N ×K order matrix

from the input layer to the reserve pools, N × N order

matrix of the reserve pool, L×(K+N+L) order matrix from

the reserve pool to the output layer, and N ×L connection

weight matrix from output feedback to the reserve pool.

The performance of ESN is determined by four parame-

ters of the reserve pool:

1) SR, which is internal connection power spectral radius

of the reserve pool and the largest Eigen value ofW absolute

value.

2) N , size of the reserve pool, which is connected with

the number of samples, greatly influences the performance

of network.

3) IS, input unit scale of the reserve pool. The stronger

the object is nonlinear, the larger IS becomes.

4) SD, the sparse degree of the reserve pool. SD stands

for the percentage of interconnected neuron in total neurons

(N).

The reserve pool parameters will cause different effects

on prediction accuracy. At the same time, ESN input layer

number and input series embedding dimension m are im-

portant parameters. The paper uses genetic algorithm to

optimize parameters and improve the precision of predic-

tion.

ESN time-delay prediction needs the parameters m, SR,

N , IS, SD, and the search target of GA is to find the

appropriate m, SR, N , IS, SD in order to improve the

prediction precision of time-delay. Therefore, the fitness

function is related to the accuracy of the time-delay pre-

diction model. Set mean square error (MSE) of time-delay
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prediction of the i-th groups as

fitness(i) = MSE(i) =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi)2. (12)

In (13), n is the number of the time-delay sequence, yi

and ŷi are the actual value of the i-th time-delay and the

prediction value of the ESN algorithm.

The prediction method in the paper can be expressed as

follows:

Step 1. Code the parameters m, SR, N , IS, SD.

Step 2. Create the initial population.

Step 3. Set MSE value between predictive value and the

actual value as the fitness function.

Step 4. Sample time-delay sequences are used to train

ESN. The time-delay prediction accuracy of each parameter

and individual fitness value are recorded.

Step 5. Select the individual with the best performance

from the groups as the next generation. The new population

is generated through the operator of selection, crossover and

mutation of the rest individuals.

Step 6. If the ending condition is favourable, output the

best parameters: m, SR, N , IS and SD.

5 Hybrid networked time-delay predic-

tion model

In this paper, db3 wavelet is selected on the basis of ex-

periment results and [15], and the decomposition number

is related to signal-to-noise ratio, three level decomposition

and reconstruction is used to guarantee real-time and fore-

cast accuracy of the algorithm. The network time-delay

hybrid prediction model can be represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Time-delay hybrid prediction model

From Fig. 1, the hybrid prediction method have the fol-

lowing steps:

Step 1. For the input time-delay sequences

d1, d2, · · · , dN , db3 wavelet decomposition and reconstruc-

tion should be performed three times and approximate

component A3 and the three detail components D1, D2,

D3 are obtained.

Step 2. ESN is used to train approximate components

A3. GA algorithm is used to optimize ESN optimal predic-

tion parameters.

Step 3. ARIMA model is used to train three detail

components. Calculating three model parameters p, d, q

with AIC criterion.

Step 4. After ESN and ARIMA model have been es-

tablished, decompose and reconstruct the test time-delay

sequence according to the Step 1. Enter the training mode.

Respectively predict the next step time-delay. Combine the

four predictive outputs to obtain the final forecasting result.

6 Simulation

The 1100 group time-delay data is obtained by using de-

lay measurement software. The first 1000 data sets are used

for training the model. The last 100 groups of data are used

for testing. Fig. 2 is a waveform graph of 1000 groups time-

delay data, approximate component is Ca3 and detail com-

ponents are Cd1, Cd2, Cd3. As seen from the graph, the

approximation component is close to the actual time-delay.

With the increase of decomposition order, the time-delay

series becomes smooth. Detail components of sample time-

delay data are used to build ARIMA training model. Ac-

cording to AIC criteria, we obtain the following prediction

model, which is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Three layer decomposition and reconstruction of time-

delay sequence. (a) The original series; (b) Ca3; (c) Cd1; (d)

Cd2; (e) Cd3

Table 1 Prediction of the model parameters after training

Component Model Minimum AIC

Cd1 ARIMA(6,0,3) 1.4037

Cd2 ARIMA(8,0,5) −0.7945

Cd3 ARIMA(8,0,9) −1.2351

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the actual value of

detail components after wavelet transform and predicted

values. From the graph, we can know through established

model, the predictive value of detail components training

time-delay data fit well the real time-delay values.
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Fig. 3 The comparison between the prediction and real delay

value of sample data′ detail component. (a) Cd1; (b) Cd2; (c)

Cd3

The paper uses genetic algorithm to optimize parameters

of ESN. Parameter SR, N , IS, SD, m to be optimized are

coded as binary. Since the parameters are in the range of

(0, 255), each parameter can use the 8-bit encoding. How-

ever, in order to increase the calculation accuracy, the code

length in this paper is chosen as 10. Population is 20. Evo-

lutionary iteration number is 200. Parameters change range

is m ∈ [1, 20], SR ∈ [0.01, 1], N ∈ [10, 200], IS ∈ [0.01, 1],

SD ∈ [0.01, 1]. Crossover probability is 0.8. Mutation prob-

ability is 0.1. Fitness function is MSE between the predic-

tive value and the actual value of time-delay. GA-optimized

parameters are: m is 8, SR is 0.6303, N is 169, IS is 0.0303,

SD is 0.4397. The fitness curve is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 is

Fig. 4 The fitness curve of GA optimized ESN

Fig. 5 The comparison between the actual value and the ESN

prediction value of approximate component of sample data

the comparison between actual value and ESN prediction

value of approximate component of sample time-delay data.

When ARIMA and ESN prediction model has been estab-

lished, the model is verified with 100 groups of time-delay

data. Figs. 6 and 7 are the contrast between real value

and tested value of detail components and the approximate

component.

Fig. 6 The comparison curve between the actual value and the

prediction value of testing detail components. (a) Cd1; (b) Cd2;

(c) Cd3

Fig. 7 The comparison between the actual value and the pre-

diction value of testing approximate components

Fig. 8 is the comparison curve of the actual value and the

final prediction value which is added by wavelet decompo-

sition and reconstruction.

Fig. 8 The comparison curve of the final prediction value and

the actual value of testing data

From Figs. 6–8, we can know that the final time-delay
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predictive value fit the real value of time-delay very well.

In order to prove the effectivity of the method used in

this paper, Fig. 9 shows ARIMA, least squares support

vector machine (LSSVM) and Elman neural network pre-

dict on the same time-delay sequence. In ARIMA algo-

rithm, the prediction model is ARIMA(4, 0, 6), in LSSVM

algorithm, parameter optimization is obtained by cross-

validation method, the parameters of prediction model are

γ = 0.662 and σ2 = 220.64. The number of input layer of

Elman neural network is 10, the number of hidden layer is

10, and the number of output layer is 1. The largest number

of iterations is 2000.

Fig. 9 The comparison of the prediction and the real delay

through other methods. (a) ARIMA; (b) LSSVM; (c) Elman

Table 2 is MSE comparison between several time-delay

prediction methods. Table 3 is mean absolute percent error

(MAPE) comparison between the several time-delay predic-

tion methods.

Table 2 MSE comparison of several methods

Prediction methods MSE

The method in this paper 8.54

ARIMA 251.4

LSSVM 220.64

Elman 214.39

Table 3 MAPE comparison of several methods

Prediction methods MAPE

The method in this paper 0.041

ARIMA 0.576

LSSVM 0.521

Elman 0.643

From the compared graphs, MSE and MAPE of pre-

diction time-delay values and actual values show that the

method in this paper is better than other methods in accu-

racy and curve fitting degrees. The reason why the preci-

sion of prediction has been improved in this method lies in

that after the original time-delay sequences are transformed

by wavelet transformation, approximate component and de-

tail components are obtained. Due to the difference of the

approximate component and detail components, ESN and

ARIMA model are used to train and predict.

7 Conclusions

This paper presents a hybrid prediction method of ran-

dom time-delay for the networked control system. Through

wavelet transforming, the approximate component and de-

tail components of time-delay sequences can be obtained.

ESN and ARIMA are used respectively to predict the ap-

proximate component and detail components. Finally, ac-

tual predictive values are obtained. The simulation results

show that this method is effective. At the same time, com-

pared with other prediction methods, this method has a

higher prediction precision.
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